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 2002 Project Proposal and Results Summary
A) We proposed a systematic study of relationships between the characteristic slip distance in

laboratory-based friction relations and the predicted shear fracture energy and slip weakening

distance of such laws during dynamic stress drop. This portion of the study is complete and the

principal results are closed form expressions for fracture energy and the slip weakening distance.

B) We also proposed to estimate the slip weakening distance and effective shear fracture
energy associated with flash melting using simple constitutive equations accounting for shear

heating and heat conduction for fault strength have been developed for engineering surfaces

[e.g., Archard, 1958; Rice, 1999]. This portion of the study is only partially complete. It turns out
that simple relationships such as Rice [1999] are not adequate to represent even the sparse

experimental data on flash weakening. Before proceeding to determine the expected slip

weakening distance and fracture energy associated with flash processes we extended Rice’s
model to consider more realistic contact populations and to include non-steady-state behavior.

The principal result is a closed form semi-empirical constitutive equation for fault strength due to
flash processes.

C) To compare laboratory and seismic observations of fracture energy, differences in scale
become paramount. To remove physical scale from consideration, it is fair to compare lab and

earthquake fracture energy by normalizing by some measure of energy ‘available’. A simple
energy balance suggests that a sensible measure of available energy is that associated with stress

drop, thus defining a fracture efficiency hGe =Ge Dd s Dt s . We compiled lab and seismic

values of this ratio and unfortunately found that the published literature implies wildly varying

values of this ratio and there are a number of case studies with unreasonable high values of

fracture energy.
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The details of these three parts of our study are summarized in sections A – C below

A) Slip-weakening distance and fracture energy during dynamic sliding with laboratory-
inferred fault strength

Abstract
We determined the relationships between the characteristic weakening distance, the effective

shear fracture energy, and the slip weakening distance of laboratory-derived fault strength
relations (rate and state friction) during dynamic stress drop for laboratory-like conditions.

Scaling relationships for fracture energy and the slip weakening distance with loading velocity
were also determined. These preliminary simulations suggest that the slowness form of state

variable has larger fracture energy than the slip form of state. Fracture energy and the slip

weakening distance decrease with loading velocity with the slowness form. Fracture energy
decreases with loading velocity for the slip state variable but the slip weakening distance

increases with loading velocity. Our previous results suggest that the slip form of state produces

negligible fracture energy, which would preclude its use in realistic dynamic rupture models,
whereas the slowness form produces significant fracture energy.

A1. Introduction
The effective fracture energy determines whether earthquake nucleation is possible,

contributes to the arrest of earthquake rupture, and affects the rate of earthquake rupture

propagation. Effective shear fracture energy is that expended in dropping the fault strength from

a failure strength tf to the residual strength tr (Figure A1). Expressing this energy as energy per

unit area yields Ge = ˆ t k -t r( )Dds , where the mean shear stress is ˆ t = (t f +t o )/ 2 , Dds is

seismic slip, to is the residual stress, and ˆ t k  is the displacement averaged shear strength.

Instability occurs when the energy released per area of rupture advance exceeds the effective

fracture energy Griffith [1920]; thus, in so much as fracture is a valid analogue for earthquake

slip [e.g., Ida and Aki, 1972; Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Rice, 1980, Rudnicki, 1980, Li,
1987], the criterion for earthquake nucleation is determined by the effective fracture energy.

Similarly, rupture arrest in fracture models of earthquakes occurs when the strain energy
available to drive rupture becomes less than the effective fracture energy [e.g., Husseini et al.,

1975]. During rupture propagation, the amount of energy adsorbed at the tip of the rupture
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influences, and in some cases determines, the rupture propagation velocity [e.g., Ida, 1972; 1973;

Andrews, 1976]. As particle velocity and ground motions are determined by the rupture speed,
the effective fracture energy is arguably the single most important physical or material property

in earthquake source models.
The fracture energy concept originates from the Griffith energy balance for tensile fracture

[Griffith, 1920]. For a fracture to propagate, the energy release rate, the total energy per unit area

of crack advance, must exceed the energy adsorbed by the creation of new surface area as the
crack advances. The critical energy release rate Gc, so defined when the energy released equals

the energy adsorbed, is thus the energy associated with inelastic breakdown processes of the
material at the crack tip. In the case of purely brittle behavior, Gc can be equated with the

specific surface energy (the surface energy per unit area) G   of the fractured material,

Gc = 2G / DA, where DA is the increment of surface area that is created as the crack advances.

This shear fracture energy is usually defined using a simple linear slip weakening model where

the fault strength drops from the failure strength to the sliding strength over a characteristic
displacement d*, defining a strength drop Dtd [Ida, 1972; Palmer and Rice, 1973] (Figure A1).

So long as the spatial size of the breakdown region is small with respect to the crack dimensions,
the energy per unit area of new surface created is Gc = Dtd d* 2  [Palmer and Rice, 1973],

equivalent to Ge in Figure A1.

However, despite its name, laboratory experiments and theory suggest that the effective
fracture energy relevant to shear rupture and the onset of unstable slip between rock surfaces

results primarily from changes in fault strength with displacement, rather than energy dissipated
by the creation of new surface area. If a rupture is thought of as a single ideal surface, the slip

weakening distance corresponds to the interatomic spacing [Ida, 1973] and is many orders of

magnitude smaller than the d* observed in laboratory shear fracture experiments. Furthermore,
such small values of d* will not give reasonable seismological predictions [Ida, 1973; Andrews,

1976]. By carefully accounting for the number and size of stress-induced microcracks during
rock failure, Wong [1982] found that the total energy over the area of the fault A inferred from

measured stress and inelastic strain during the breakdown, that is integrating to obtain the total
energy associated with the shaded region in Figure A1 ~Dtd d* A / 2 , is 10 to 100 times greater

than the energy stored in new fracture surface area 2GSvw , where Sv is the surface area per unit

volume that is created as the crack advances, and w is the fault zone width. In contrast, a similar
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comparison between a stress/strain estimate of fracture energy and an accounting for increased

micro-crack surface area during tensile fracture shows complete agreement [Friedman et al.,

1972]. Comparing the tensile case of Friedman et al. [1972] with Wong [1982] suggests that the

difference between effective and true shear fracture energy seen by Wong [1982] is due to
frictional heating associated with the breakdown, as shear heating should be much smaller during

tensile fracture. For breaking intact rock Wong [1986] found Ge to increase with increasing

normal stress, as Okubo and Dieterich [1981] found for dynamic slip of a pre-existing fault,
confirming that the effective shear fracture energy is a frictional quantity.

The idea that effective shear fracture energy is due mostly to displacement dependent changes
in shear resistance, rather than the creation of fracture surface area, implies that models of

strength breakdown during fault slip are appropriate for use in simulating earthquake rupture.

The most widely used model of rock frictional sliding is rate and state friction [Dieterich, 1979;
Ruina, 1983] where shear strength t  is given by

t = s em = se mo + a ln V
Vo

+ bln Voq
dc

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ (1a)

[Ruina, 1983]. Here se is the normal stress, m is the ratio of shear to normal stress, V is slip

velocity, and q is a state-variable, which allows strengthening at very low sliding rates and has a

steady state value dc/Vo The reference velocity Vo and reference friction mo are constant, and dc is

a characteristic displacement associated with changes in shear resistance during sliding. The

dependence of the state-variable on time t or displacement d can be prescribed by one of a

number of empirical expressions [Ruina, 1983; Linker and Dieterich, 1992]; e.g.,

dq
dt

= -
Vq
dc

ln Vq
dc

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ (1b)

or
dq
dt

=1 -
qV
dc

(1c)

[Ruina, 1983]. As is often done for convenience, here and throughout we refer to equation (1b)

the 'slip' state variable or evolution equation, and to equation (1c) as the ‘slowness’ state variable
or evolution equation. Simulations with rate and state equations show earthquake-like behaviors

under many conditions; for example limit cycles with an effective fracture energy associated

with dynamic slip and stress drop (Figure A2).
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While it may turn out that rate and state equations are appropriate for estimating displacement

dependent fault strength drop in some situations, there are significant problems using these lab-
based models of frictional sliding in dynamic earthquake rupture models. The primary concern is

that rate and state equations were developed to represent specific laboratory tests conducted
either at conditions near steady-state (e.g., rate stepping tests) or at negligible rates of sliding

(slide-hold-slide tests); neither of these lab tests are done at conditions similar to those during

dynamic slip. While rate and state equations do generate ‘stick-slip’ behavior similar to
characteristic earthquake cycles [Rice and Tse, 1986] (Figure A2) no obvious attempt was made

to properly reproduce fracture energy during dynamic slip. Furthermore, in the only study where
rate and state equations are used to model dynamic sliding in experiments (at low normal stress,

0.6 to 4 MPa), a form with cutoffs on the rate and state dependencies at “high” slip velocity (>30

mm/s) was used [Okubo and Dieterich, 1986] resulting in simulations that are effectively slip

weakening. Cutoffs on the rate and state effects at high velocity are not appropriate at higher
normal stress [Kilgore et al, 1993], thus, these rate and state models, though they well reproduce

earthquake nucleation, are not explicitly intended for simulating dynamic earthquake rupture.

Can rate and state models be practically used to model dynamic stress drop and fracture energy?
Can they partition energy between fracture energy and radiated energy in a way consistent with

observational constraints?
In this study we address the questions outlined in the previous paragraph by determining the

size of the fracture energy inherent in rate and state friction equations. We conduct dynamic

simulations appropriate for lab conditions to determine fracture energy and the displacement d*

necessary to drop fault strength to its dynamic value. We also determine how fracture energy and

d* scale with stress drop, equivalently with loading velocity; again we focus on conditions that
are attainable in laboratory experiments. Finally, we address how equations (1) might be scaled

to generate fracture energy and slip weakening distances necessary for reasonable simulation of

dynamic rupture.

A2. Spring-Slider Model
To calculate fracture energy associated with equations (1) we approximate dynamic fault slip

using a single degree of freedom spring-slider. This type of model is the appropriate
representation of dynamic slip in double-direct and rotary shear laboratory experiments. It's also

an appropriate analogue for dynamic rupture and arrest under some circumstances; the half-
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period of the spring and slider block oscillation is analogous to the duration of slip determined by

the elastic wave speed c, the rupture velocity v, and the rupture dimension of a dynamically
propagating crack [Rice and Tse, 1986].

For a single degree of freedom spring-slider block, the equation of motion is the balance of the
mass times acceleration against the difference between the spring force (here expressed as

having units of stress k(dL-d)) and the frictional resisting stress t, less the radiated energy (here

expressed as the radiation stress) cdd/dt:

T
2p

Ê 
Ë 
Á ˆ 

¯ 
˜ 

2 d2d
dt2 = d L - d( ) -

t
k

-
c
k

dd
dt

. (2)

T/2 is the rupture duration in the absence of radiated energy, d  is slip on the fault, dL is load

point displacement, k has units stress/displacement, c=g/2c, and g is the shear modulus. Here

T = 2p m / k  is the vibration period of the frictionless system where m is mass per unit area.

The radiation damping term cdd/dt is used to approximate energy lost as propagating seismic

waves, here assumed to be planar waves [Rice, 1993]. The particular choice c is appropriate if c

is the shear wave speed and all radiation results from shear waves.

A3. Procedure and Results
Four sets of simulations were conducted; two sets using equations (1a), (1b), and (2) and two

sets with equations (1a), (1c) and (2). Each set uses the same constitutive parameters (m*, a, b,

dc), stiffness (k), normal stress (sn) and 5 loading velocities that are accessible in direct shear or

rotary shear laboratory experiments. The constitutive parameters, listed in table 1, are
appropriate for bare surfaces of quartzofeldspathic rock at temperatures below 100C and normal

stresses of the seismogenic crust; a lab-like machine stiffness and a fixed normal stress were
used. Sets with and without radiated energy were conducted. In the radiating sets we use an

artifically high value of g  so that significant energy was radiated as would be expected in the

earth; in the without radiation set the coefficient c of the last term in equation (2) is set to zero.

Radiating and non-radiating sets were carried out for comparison with other studies in which the

effects of radiated energy during dynamic slip were ignored [e.g., Rice and Tse, 1986; Gu and

Wong, 1991; Beeler et al., 2001; He et al., 2002], and to ascertain what effect radiation has on

fracture energy and d*.

Calculations were conducted using a Runga-Kutta scheme with adaptive step-size control and
fifth-order errors [Press et al., 1986]. Stick-slip was induced in the simulations by increasing the
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load point velocity of a fault sliding initially at steady-state. Following the change in sliding

velocity, typically the first few stick-slip cycles have slightly varying stress drops but subsequent
events are characteristic, with event to event variation in stress drop of < 0.2%. Sequences of 5-

20 stick-slip cycles were calculated at the five different loading velocities ranging from 0.01–1.0
mm/s; the quantities reported herein represent the average of the last three stick-slip cycles at

each loading velocity.

Example stick-slip cycles conducted at the same loading velocity of 0.032 mm/s for the two

different evolution equations (equations 1b and 1c) are shown in Figure A3 for comparison. One

can see immediately that the fracture energy associated with the dynamic drop of strength from
point A to point B is different for the two different evolution equations with the fracture energy

(shaded) of (1b) being smaller. The effective fracture energy is estimated formally by integrating

the stress drop over the displacement

Ge = tdd
do

dd

Ú - t dd( )dd (3)

[Rice, 1980]. There are differences both in the size of the dynamic stress drop and the apparent

slip weakening distance, and the form of slip weakening is different for the two different
evolution equations. To compare the characteristic displacements of the strength drop we use the

approach of Gu and Wong [1991] and define an equivalent linear weakening distance
d* = 2Ge Dt d . (4)

Radiated energy. Simulations show systematic differences between the with and without
radiated energy cases. These differences are of the same sense for each of the two evolution

equations; for example, the dynamic stress drop is always larger in the absence of radiated
energy (Figure A4).

Fracture energy and the slip weakening distance. At the same conditions, the fracture

energy of (1c) always exceeds that of equation (1b) (Figure A5). Furthermore, fracture energy
decreases more rapidly with loading velocity for (1c) than for (1b). The characteristic distance

increases with increasing loading velocity for (1b) but decreases with loading velocity for (1c)
(Figure A6). For both evolution equations d*>dc, in the case of the slowness equation (1c) d* is

more than 10 times dc.

A4. Discussion
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The differences between the radiating and non-radiating simulations are easy to understand. In

the non-radiating case the energy that would go into radiation during dynamic stress drop is
available for generating additional displacement. The direct consequence of no radiated energy

during dynamic slip is to allow for additional slip, making the total (static) stress drop larger. To
reload stress to the subsequent failure strength following stress drop, the interseismic loading

period to the next event takes longer (loading rate assumed constant) in the non-radiating case.

As both equations (1b) and (1c) strengthen with time at low sliding rates during the reloading
'stick' portion of the cycle [Ruina, 1983], more strengthening occurs in the non-radiating case

and the peak strength of the subsequent event is higher for the non-radiating case. Thus the static
and dynamic stress drop are always larger for the non-radiating case. Higher dynamic stress drop

for the non-radiating case also makes the effective fracture energy larger (Figure A5) as follows

from equation (3). Larger peak stress or onset stress tends to make the slip weakening distance
larger as well (Figure A6) for the non-radiating case.

A4.1 Rate steps. The differences between fracture energy resulting from dynamic simulations

for the two different evolution equations (Figure3) can be understood qualitatively from
examining the intrinsic displacement dependence of strength of the two equations (1b) and (1c);

these are very different. To illustrate the differences lets consider fracture energy associated with
an instantaneous increase in sliding velocity from V1 to V2, assuming that the fault is initially

sliding at steady-state at V1; in laboratory experiments this would correspond to a rate stepping

test in an infinitely stiff testing machine. For the slip equation (1b) the contribution to strength
from the evolving state variable is a purely exponential function

tq = bln V2
V1

exp -
d
dc

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ - bln V2

Vo
. (5a)

Note that tq here is the contribution to strength (1a) from the state variable only- in the case we

are considering, an instantaneous step change in sliding velocity, the state variable alone
determines the fracture energy-in the case that velocity changes with displacement (for example,

as it does in our dynamic simulations) there will be contributions from the alnV/Vo term in

equation (1). If we consider fracture energy of (5a) (Figure A7a), we find that the fracture energy
associated with this strength change

Ge = tqdd + bdd
do

dd

Ú ln V2
Vo

= bs ndc ln V2
V1

, (5b)
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is a linearly increasing function of the size of the stress change bln(V2/V1) (Figure A8a). Thus for

changes in sliding velocity of different sizes, corresponding to different fracture energies, the
characteristic slip weakening distance from (4) is

d*=2dc, (5c)
 and d* doesn't depend on the size of the stress change (Table 2, Figure A8b).

In marked contrast, the contribution to strength from the slowness equation (1c) for an

instantaneous increase in velocity is effectively a linear function for large stress changes, having
the form

tq = snb ln Vo
V1

-
Vo
V2

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ exp -d

dc

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ +

Vo
V2

È 

Î 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ . (6a)

Again considering changes of sliding velocity of different sizes, corresponding to different

fracture energies (Figure A7b), we find the numerically calculated fracture energy associated
with this strength change increases non-linearly with the size of the stress change. An exact

analytical solution for fracture energy is not available but an estimate can be obtained by using a
simplification of (1c). At slip rates where 1/V<<q/dc, dq dd ª -q dc [Dieterich, 1992] (see

Appendix 1). Since under these conditions state decreases exponentially with displacement,

shear stress (1a) decreases linearly with displacement at the rate of –dsn/dc; this is apparent in

Figure A7b. If we approximate the strength change as true linear slip weakening, in other words
taking Dt d* ª bs n dc we have

d* ª
dcDt
bs n

(6b)

which is a decent approximation to the numerical result (Figure A8b). Combining (6b) with (4)
we estimate the effective fracture energy for an instantaneous velocity change to be

Ge ª
Dt d

2dc
2bsn

, (6c)

again, a decent approximation to the full solution (Figure A8a).

In summary, the difference between the fracture energy during dynamic stress drop (Figure

A5) follows from the results of the rate step cases (Figure A8a): for a given value of dc, fracture
energy is larger for (1c) and increases significantly with the size of the stress drop. For (1c)

d*>2dc and is a strong function of the size of the stress change.
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A4.2 Scaling relations for slowness equation during dynamic stress drop. By assuming

steady-state and an instantaneous change in velocity from the onset slip rate to the slip rate
maximum, Cocco and Bizzarri [2002] proposed the equivalent slip weakening distance of (1c)

during dynamic slip should follow

d* ª
dcDt
bs n

,

the approximate rate step solution (6b). This relationship does not well predict d* in our

simulations with (1c) (Figure A6). If the sliding velocity changes with displacement during

dynamic stress drop, as it does in our calculations, contributions from the alnV/Vo term in (1a),
which are ignored in the derivation of (6b), must be taken into account. However, the variation

of d* with loading velocity predicted by (6b), that is dd*/dlnVL, is very close to the value in our

simulations. The reason for this is easy to understand. Since at rapid slip rates dt/dd of (1c) is

–bsn/dc [Dieterich, 1992], the rate that state decreases with displacement is independent of

sliding velocity; thus, we expect fracture energy to increase with Dtd, as dd*/dDtd=-dc/(bsn). It is

well known that dynamic stress drop scales with loading velocity as dDtd/dlnVL=(a-b)sn [Gu and

Wong, 1991; Beeler et al., 2001; He et al., 2002] therefore for (1c)
dd*

d ln VL
ª

dc (a - b)
b

, (8)

would be a likely scaling relationship. We observe dd*/dlnVL=-0.31 whereas for the parameters

in our simulations equation (8) predicts dd*/dlnVL=-0.33.

To estimate the characteristic slip weakening distance for (1c) in the general case we must
account for the starting value of state being not at steady-state, and allow for the sliding velocity

to vary as a function of displacement. Taking these factors into account (Appendix 1) we arrive
at a simple expression

d* =
Dt d dc
bs n

+
dca
b

ln V2
V1

; (9a)

in this case V2 is the sliding rate associated with the dynamic strength, e.g., that at the maximum

velocity, and V1 is the sliding rate associated with tf at the onset of dynamic slip. Interpreting our

numerical results with (9) suggests that the logarithm of the ratio V2/V1 is largely independent of
loading velocity and has a value of about 6. In these lab simulations, the sliding velocity ratio

V2/V1 during dynamic stress drop is smaller than expected during earthquake stress drop.
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Combining (4) with (9a) and solving for Ge yields

Ge =
Dtd

2 dc
2bsn

+
Dtd dca

2b
ln V2

V1
. (9b)

A4.3 Scaling relations for slip equation during dynamic stress drop.
A scaling relationship for Ge for the slip equation (1b) was established numerically by Gu and

Wong [1991],

Ge = Kdc b - a( )s n -1.5dc b - a( )s n ln V2 0.001( ) , (10a)

where K is a numerically determined constant that depends on stiffness and on T, and V2 has
units of microns/s. This relationship well predicts the results of our simulations with radiated

energy, and we find K≈61. Combining (4) with (10a) yields a scaling relationship for the slip

weakening distance

d* =
2Kdc b - a( )

Dmd
-

3dc b - a( )
Dmd

ln V2
0.001

, (10b)

that is consistent with our simulations. The greatest difference between equations (9) and (10)

are that the two terms in each of equations (9b) are positive whereas the two terms in (10a) are of

opposite sign. Given that all the terms are of similar size, the fracture energy (10a) tends to be
smaller than that of (9b). In (10a) the first term is larger than the second and we see that fracture

energy increases weakly with the recurrence interval. Because static stress drop decreases with
loading velocity [Gu and Wong, 1991], the slip weakening distance increases with increasing

loading velocity (10b). For the slowness equation (9), the fracture energy (9) increases with

loading velocity. With both terms in (9b) being positive, as the static stress drop decreases
(increasing loading velocity) the fracture energy must decrease.

A4.4 Fracture efficiency. Fracture efficiency (see section C) in our simulations with radiated
energy have values between 2.5 to 5% - these values may be on the low end of lab results

because the value of dc=1 micron used is low for laboratory observations. If we allow dc= 1 to 5

mm, fracture efficiency may be in the range of 2 to 20% for lab friction. While these fracture

efficiencies are similar to estimates derived from selected previous seismic studies (Table C1),
many earthquake-inferred fracture efficiencies are large, perhaps unreasonably large.

Ratios of d*/dc for the slowness equation are in the range of 10 to 20, whereas estimates from
Gu and Wong [1991] for slip law suggest d*/dc=2 to 4. So fracture energies and fracture

efficiencies of (1c) tend to be much larger than for (1b). Furthermore, the simulations of He et al.
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[2002] find fracture energy to be effectively negligible with the slip formulation but non-

negligible for the slowness equation. If this result proves to be general at earthquake-like
conditions, it would exclude (1b) as a realistic strength relation during dynamic stress drop-

typical earthquake rupture velocities imply fracture efficiencies on the order of 20 to 30%
[Kanamori and Heaton, 2000] and rupture velocity is clearly limited by fracture energy [Ida,

1973] so fracture energy must be significant in realistic fault strength models. Slider block

simulations over a much wider range of conditions have been conducted by Wong, He, et al [in
prep] which will more directly address extrapolation of these laboratory-derived strength

relationships and better determine the general scaling relationships of (1b) and (1c) than we have
done in the present study.

A4.5 Limitations of our analysis. For laboratory-derived fault strength relations to be

appropriate to model earthquake stress drop better observational constraints on the dynamic
strength are need. Mining-induced earthquakes and some other larger events show very low

seismic efficiencies that are consistent with high frictional strength during dynamic slip, as is

seen in laboratory events [McGarr, 1994; 1999]. Analysis of the Cajon Pass borehole recorded
earthquakes of Abercrombie [1995] also suggest high dynamic strength relative to the residual

stress, consistent with a laboratory-like dynamic strength [Beeler et al., 2002]. However, at the
high normal stresses and large displacements expected during moderate and large earthquakes,

significant shear heating effects such as pore fluid pressurization and melting are expected to

lower dynamic fault strength, in which case our analysis of fracture energy and d* should not
apply.

A second significant limitation to our analysis is the two different lab-based evolution
equations (1b) and (1c) predict different fracture energies, characteristic displacements, and

scaling of these parameters with stress drop (recurrence interval/loading rate). If lab observations

do apply to earthquake dynamic strength, which relationship, (1b) or (1c), is appropriate to
model the displacement dependence of fault strength? Quasi-static slip dependence can be

measured in rate stepping tests of the type depicted in Figures 7. A few tests of this type were
conducted by Ruina on quartzite who concluded that the slip equation (1b) was the appropriate

relation. More extensive experiments are required; but as the slip equation does not produce

significant fracture energy under many circumstances [He et al., 2002] at the present time our
preliminary conclusions are that quasi-static tests do not produce an evolution of fault strength
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with displacement that is consistent with earthquake dynamic fault strength. Laboratory tests to

distinguish the slip dependence of dynamic strength could be undertaken by attaching strain
gauges adjacent to the fault and making high speed recordings at higher normal stresses than

Okubo and Dieterich [1986] during dynamic stress drop. In the meantime, based on our analysis,
we find constitutive parameters derived from modeling fracture energy and slip weakening of

seismic observations with (1) are difficult to interpret even in the context of laboratory

observations upon which the equations are based.
For rate and state friction, fracture energy, the slip weakening distance and dynamic stress

drop can not be specified independently because each parameter depends on the others and none
of these source characteristics are intrinsic variables in the fault strength relationship. Despite

arguments to the contrary [e.g., Cocco and Bizzarri, 2002] this property makes modeling

dynamic rupture with rate and state friction difficult. The scaling relationships suggested in this
study of laboratory results are intended to make the dependence of source properties on

constitutive parameters easier to understand. However, for linear slip weakening the source

parameters, slip weakening distance and dynamic stress drop, are intrinsic properties of the fault
strength relations and the effective fracture energy therefore can be easily specified. Given the

unclear relevance of rate and state friction to large displacement, high speed slip, and considering
ease of use, we do not recommend using this formulation for modeling of dynamic fault strength.

A5. Conclusions
The fracture energy and slip weakening distance resulting from simulations of dynamic slip

with laboratory-derived rate and state variable fault strength relationships depend strongly on the
choice of state variable. The scaling of fracture energy and the slip weakening distance with

loading velocity also depends on the choice of state variable. Our provisional simulations,
conducted at lab-like conditions suggest that the slowness form of state variable has larger

fracture energy than the slip form of state. Fracture energy and the slip weakening distance

decrease with loading velocity with the slowness form. Fracture energy decreases with loading
velocity for the slip state variable but the slip weakening distance increases with loading

velocity.
At present we cannot extrapolate our simulation results to earthquake conditions but our

previous results suggest that the slip form of state produces negligible fracture energy, which
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would preclude its use in realistic dynamic rupture models, whereas the slowness form produces

significant fracture energy.

Appendix. d* resulting from dynamic stress drop with the slowness evolution equation
To derive expressions for the slip weakening distance and fracture energy of the slowness

equation, we first express the evolution of state (1c) as a function of displacement. Noting that
V=dd/dt we have

dq
dd

=
1
V

-
q
dc

. (A1)

[Ruina, 1983]. When sliding velocity is high, as it is at the onset of dynamic slip, (A1) is
approximately exponential in slip

dq
dd

ª -
q
dc

with solution q ª C1 exp -d
dc

, (A2)

where C1 is the starting value of state [Dieterich, 1992]. To model dynamic stress drop from a

starting velocity V1 at to  to a high slip rate V2 at tr we presume steady-state sliding at V2 [Rice

and Tse, 1986], q2 = dc V2 , and we take state to possibly start significantly away from steady-

state at V1 [e.g., He et al., 2002] q1 = dc V1 + z  where z represents the deviation of starting state

from the steady-state value. Associating d* with V2 we find

d* = dc ln( V2
V1

+
zV2
dc

) . (A3)

Taking the definition of the dynamic stress drop Dtd=to-tr and determining the dynamic stress

drop by evaluating equation (1a) at tf and tr we find
Dtd
sn

= -a ln V2
V1

+ bln( V2
V1

+
zV2
dc

) (A4)

Combining (A2) and (A3) and solving for d* leads to

d* =
Dt d dc
bs n

+
dca
b

ln V2
V1

(A5)
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Table  A1. Parameters used in this study

mo 0.7 reference value of friction at V=V0
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a 0.08 coefficient of direct rate dependent term in equation (1a)

b 0.012 coefficient of state dependent term in equation (1a)

dc 1 mm characteristic length of the state variable equation (1b) or (1c)

k 0.00137/mm machine stiffness

VL 0.01, 0.032, 0.1, 0.32,
1.0mm/s

loading velocity

Vo 0.0001 mm/s reference loading velocity (arbitrary)
g 6.5 x 105 MPa or 0 MPa shear modulus

c 3000 m/s shear wave speed

sn 21 MPa normal stress

Table A2. Results from quasi-static rate stepping test simulations for equations (1b) and (1c)
using a, b, and dc listed in Table 1.

V2 (mm/s) V1(mm/s) Dm Ge /sn

(slow)

d* (slow) Ge/sn

(slip)

d* (slip)

10 0.01 0.083 0.31 7.4 0.083 2.0

10 0.1 0.055 0.15 5.3 0.055 2.0

10 1.0 0.028 0.05 3.4 0.028 2.0
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B. Constitutive relationships for fault strength due to flash-heating

Abstract
In this study we extend a model of flash weakening, developed by Rice [1999], to consider

distributions of contact asperity sizes and non-steady state evolution of fault strength with

displacement. Previous laboratory faulting experiments at conducted at high sliding velocities,
below the threshold for bulk melting, which show dramatic strength reduction require a model

with gradual weakening as expected for distribution of asperity contact sizes – these lab data are

well-fit by a relatively simple constitutive equation for flash processes. Displacement dependent
changes in fault strength expected during flash phase changes can be well described by an

existing equation for time and slip dependent fault age, developed for use originally for low
velocity friction. However, how important displacement dependent changes in fault strength

during flash processes are, and how common flash weakening is during seismic faulting depends

to a large degree on the average asperity contact dimension of fault surfaces. The magnitude of
this characteristic length is not well constrained by existing theory, laboratory studies, or

observational seismology.

B1. Introduction
Fault slip produces heat Q (heat per area) equal to the product of shear resistance t and the

total displacement d; thus the rate of heat production is proportional to the sliding rate V as

dQ=tVdt . (1)

However, at low normal stress if fault surfaces are rough, then the normal stress is supported by

areas of asperity contact rather than over the entire fault surface area. In this case, the real area of

contact across the fault Ac is much smaller than the fault area A>>Ac, and the average contact

shear resistance or stress,
tc = t A nAc , (2)

is proportionally larger than the macroscopic shear resistance; here n is the number of contacts.

Therefore, thermal effects such as melting, dehydration or other phase changes resulting from
shear-heating that may dramatically alter fault strength during rapid slip occur initially at
asperity contacts due to the high shear stress tc >> t . Rice [1999] considered the implications of

shear induced flash melting at asperity contacts on fault strength at high sliding velocity. The
Rice model, discussed in detail below, assumes a single representative contact dimension (Figure
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B1), and no shear strength of the melt. These assumptions produce abrupt and dramatic

weakening and a strongly negative rate dependent fault strength.
Natural faults have fractal surface properties [Power and Tullis, 1992] and laboratory faults

have a distribution of contact asperity sizes [e.g., Brown and Scholz, 1985; Dieterich and

Kilgore, 1996], rather than a single contact dimension as assumed in Rice’s model. Rice’s model

also does not consider non-steady state evolution of fault strength that may occur may during

accelerating (weakening) and  decelerating (strengthening) slip. In this paper we extend the Rice
model to consider faults with lab-like contact size distributions and the evolution of strength with

displacement expected from a shear-induced phase change at asperity contacts. We assess the
importance of these additional factors and produce a semi-empirical constitutive equation

suitable for modeling fault strength during dynamic rupture.

B2. Shear heating and friction: Rice’s model
Because frictional strength during sliding at low constant rate (V< 100 mm/s) and low normal

stress in lab experiments is effectively constant with displacement, throughout this study we

assume that the real area of asperity contact across a fault Ac is independent of time and

displacement; this is equivalent to assuming that the size distribution of asperity contacts is

stationary in time. For example, consider sliding between an array of aligned, identical square
asperities at a constant rate V in a direction normal to the asperity edge (Figure B2a). Analysis is

simplified by noting that a unit cell area of fault surface consists of 2 sets of contacts (4

asperities), one set that is initially in perfect registry and a second set that is initially not in
contact (Figure B2b). Over displacement equal to the contact edge dimension d, the first set of

contacts is incrementally replaced by the second set while the average contact age remains

constant. While the contact age varies spatially and temporally over an individual contact, the
collective age can be represented by a single representative contact, and the steady-state behavior

by a single representative contact in exact registry, resulting from the sum of the 2 actual
contacts (Figure B3a). The maximum contact age at the representative contact is qmax = d V

while the average age is half the maximum, ˆ q = d 2V .

To consider thermal weakening at asperity contacts, assume the starting contact strength as

given by the classical theory of friction. Friction theory stipulates that asperity contacts yield

plastically due to the applied normal stress s such that the average contact normal stress sc is the
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material yield strength sc = sy [e.g., Bowden and Tabor, 1964], as is consistent with recent

contact-scale studies of rock friction [Dieterich and Kilgore, 1996]. Under these circumstances,

as the macroscopic normal stress increases, the real area of contact increases according to

Ac = As nsc . If the shear resistance of contact junctions is also a material property tc=S, the

coefficient of friction f, the ratio of macroscopic shear resistance to normal stress, is the ratio of
the junction shear resistance S to the yield strength

f =
t
s

=
S

s y
. (3)

Friction coefficient approximately independent of normal stress is consistent with experimental
data from a wide range of rock types [e.g., Byerlee, 1978].

Large changes in strength induced by shear heating can arise if a low temperature phase with

frictional contact shear strength t1=S at temperature Tf is replaced by a high temperature phase

of different shear strength t2, particularly if we assume that the transformation occurs

instantaneously at a threshold weakening temperature Tw. Under these conditions the critical

duration of heating qw, equivalently the critical contact lifetime, required to weaken an asperity

contact can be derived from a heat balance [Rice, 1999]. Rice assumes 1D heat conduction and
that the shear-generated heat (1) over the critical duration tcVqw  is balanced by the product of

the change in thermal energy r ˆ c Tw - T f( ) and the width of the affected region paqw , where a

is thermal diffusivity, and r ˆ c  is the specific heat. The critical duration is

qw =
pa
V2

rc Tm - T f( )
tc

È 

Î 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 

2

, (4a)

and the associated critical velocity for weakening at fixed contact size, Vw = d qw , is

Vw =
pa
d

rc Tm - Tf( )
tc

È 

Î 
Í 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

2

(4b)

[Rice, 1999]. Alternatively, the critical contact dimension for weakening at a fixed sliding
velocity V is d = qwV , is
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dw =
pa
V

rc Tm - Tf( )
tc

È 

Î 
Í 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

2

(4c)

To determine an approximate steady-state solution for fault strength, for simplicity we use the
simple geometry of identical square contacts, with reference to Figure B2. If the critical age (4a)
is greater than the maximum age then no portion of the contact is weakened and the frictional
shear resistance is

f = f o , qw > qmax V < Vw( ) (5a)

(Figure B3a). However, if the critical age is less than the maximum age a portion of the contact
is weakened. In this case the average steady-state contact shear resistance is the sum of the

weakened and strong portions,

f =
dw
d

fo - fw( ) + fw, qw < qmax V > Vw( )

(Figure B3b). The spatial age construction (Figure B3b) illustrates the identities d = Vqmax  and

dw = Vqw  which require

f =
qw

qmax
fo - fw( ) + f w , qw < qmax V > Vw( ) .

This can be expressed in terms of velocity using the identity V = d qmax and (3a) for Vw as

f = f o - f w( ) pa
V

rc Tm - T f( )
tc

È 

Î 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 

2

+ f w = f o - f w( ) Vw

V
+ fw , qw < qmax V > Vw( ) (5b)

If the asperity has no strength in its weakened state, fw=0, as might be expected from melting

under some circumstances [Rice, 1999], the solution to equation (5), f = f o Vw V , is that given

by Rice [1999] as a steady-state solution for flash melting. In anycase, flash processes should

produce the very strong negative rate dependence of fault strength (5b) [Rice, 1999]. An example
of this steady-state behavior is shown in Figure B4.

B3. Contact populations
Natural and laboratory fault surfaces are rough over many orders of magnitude [e.g., Power

and Tullis, 1992] and as noted by Rice [1999], it is probably not sufficient to represent the

contacting asperities across a fault with a single contact dimension. In the case of laboratory

faults the surface roughness and asperity contact populations are fairly well know [e.g., Brown

and Scholz, 1985] and can be described by Gaussian or similar distributions. Here we expand the
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Rice model to include the effects of a contact population on the steady-state shear resistance due

to flash heating.
Consider a fault surface sliding at constant sliding velocity with a distribution of asperity

contact sizes characterized by a probability density P(d) (Figure B5a). The distribution of
asperity contact sizes is presumed to be stationary in time yielding a steady-state frictional

resistance fss(V). The size distribution is proportional to the age distribution P(qmax) since

qmax = d V  (Figure B5b). If the contacts are square and sliding normal to their edges, individual

contact strength varies with size and sliding velocity according to (5b) if qmax>qw where qw is

defined by (4a). Contact strength is rate independent when qmax<qw(5a). The total strength then

is

 fss = fo P qmax( )
0

qw

Ú dqmax + fo - fw( ) Vw
V

+ fw
È 
Î Í 

˘ 
˚ ˙ P qmax( )
qw

•

Ú dqmax (6)

Differences between the predictions of (6), which allows for an arbitrary distribution of contact

sizes, and those of (5) depend on the specific shape and breath of the distribution; an example of
the steady-state strength resulting from a log normal distribution of contact sizes is shown in

Figure B5c. This case was calculated numerically. The onset of weakening occurs at lower

sliding velocity than in the Rice model. This results from having contacts larger than the mean;
these weaken at lower sliding velocity. The weakening is gradual because there are only a few

large contacts. Such behavior is evident in high speed experiments conducted below the
threshold for bulk melting [Tsutsumi and Shimamoto, 1997] (Figure B6). At higher velocity, the

fault is not as weak as in the Rice model because there are contacts much smaller than the mean;

at high sliding rates, these maintain a higher strength than the that of the mean size contacts. As
the breath of the distribution decreases, equation (6) approaches the Rice model.

Empirical equation for steady-state strength
The distributions of asperity contact sizes of natural seismic fault are not well known and they

may vary substantially with normal stress  [Scholz, 1988]. Even for laboratory fault surfaces, the

contact size distribution depends on surface preparation and may vary with shear strain
particularly in high-speed, large displacement, high normal stress experiments [e.g., Goldsby and

Tullis, 2002]. Present knowledge does not allow extrapolation of laboratory surface roughness
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data to natural seismic faults. Furthermore, even if contact size distributions were well-known,

the integral equation (6) is not well-suited for use in dynamic calculations of fault slip or in
dynamic rupture modeling. Therefore we propose an empirical expression for flash processes

which is bounded by the theoretical expectations of the Rice model and our extension of it, and
that can be use to represent the behavior seen in laboratory experiments with a significant

distribution of asperity contact sizes (Figure B6):

f = fw +
fo - fw

1+
V
Vo

1- exp -
V
a

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ 

2È 

Î 
Í 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

Ï 
Ì 
Ô 

Ó Ô 

¸ 
˝ 
Ô 

˛ Ô 

. (7)

When fw=0 this relationship is

f =
fo

1+
V
Vo

1- exp -
V
a

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ 

2È 

Î 
Í 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

Ï 
Ì 
Ô 

Ó Ô 

¸ 
˝ 
Ô 

˛ Ô 

.

The empirical expression (7) fits the gradual onset of weakening seen in experiments (Figure

B6a) much better than the simple model (5) (Figure B6b). In addition for (7) at high velocity and

fw=0, f ªµ1 V  as required by (5) and by the numerical solutions to (6). Furthermore at low

velocity, friction is constant at f ª fo , again consistent with (5) and (6). As (7) is continuous and

differentiable, rather than piecewise, it can be easily incorporated in dynamic models and

combined with constitutive equations for low speed friction.

B4. Non-steady-state behavior and the evolution of contact age with slip
Equations (5), (6) and (7) are models of steady-state fault strength based on the steady-state

age of the contact population; however for flash-heating and other contact scale phenomenon,

including rate and state friction [e.g., Ruina, 1983; Linker and Dieterich, 1992], contact age does
not change instantaneously with slip velocity. For example, consider the representative square

contact sliding initially at a constant initial rate V1 (Figure B1). Contact age increases linearly

from zero to d/V1 over the contact. If the sliding velocity is instantaneously changed, the spatial

distribution of age over the contact changes systematically with displacement [Tullis et al., 1993]
(Figure B7). This change is reflected in the displacement-dependent change in the average

contact age q,
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q =
d
d

d
2V2

È 

Î 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ +

d -d
d

d
V2

+
d -d
2V1

È 

Î 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ ,            0 <d £ d (8)

q =
d

2V2
,                                                      d > d .

For flash processes, as for lower speed friction, under some circumstances the non-steady-state

change in age such as (8) should be accounted for. The distribution of age over an arbitrary
contact shape and the displacement dependence of this age can be considered by dividing the

contact into chord lengths in the sliding direction. Somewhat different behavior results for

different contact shapes or if the sliding direction is oblique to the contact edge [Tullis et al.,

1993]. At least for simple contact shapes these differences are slight and we do not discuss these

differences in the present paper.

Populations of contacts
Significant differences in the evolution behavior result if there is a wide a distribution of contact

sizes. In general the displacement dependent average age for a distribution of square contacts
sliding normal to their edges is

q d( ) = P d( )q d( )dx
o

•

Ú . (9)

For example, even for a fairly narrow range of contact asperity dimensions, in this case we
consider a log normal distribution again (Figure B5), step changes in sliding velocity lead to a

more exponential change of age with displacement and a longer evolution distance (Figure B8)
than for a single contact model. In laboratory experiments were the distribution of contact sizes

well-known, the evolution of age could be estimated directly from (9). To reiterate, rarely is this

the case, and even more poorly-known are the distribution of contact asperity sizes for natural
faults.

B5. Semi-empirical relationship for modeling flash processes
Conveniently, an existing differential equation for the displacement and time dependence of

contact age reproduces the behavior of (9) quite exactly under many circumstances. Our
requirements for a relationship for average contact age are qss = d 2V and a gradual change of

age with displacement associated with changes in sliding velocity. These properties are
associated with the aging relationship of Ruina [1983]
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dq
dt

= 1 -
Vq
dc

Ê 

Ë 
Á 

ˆ 

¯ 
˜ , (10a)

where q is sometimes referred to as the slowness state variable in the context of rate and state

friction. While in rate and state, (10) is empirical, it's use to represent laboratory observed flash

effects may be more justifiable as follows. First, for flash processes the relationship between
contact age and strength (5) has some theoretical basis due to Rice [1999] (e.g., equation (4)).

Second, the form of (10) for instantaneous rate steps is exactly exponential which, at least in our
example reproduces the expected evolution of the age of a contact population nearly exactly. In

general, for realistic laboratory contact size distributions, numerical tests suggest (10) represents

the evolution of contact age exceedingly well.

What is dc in rock friction? The similarity between the expected evolution of contact age,

and the characteristic length of the often used state variable equation (10) suggests a simple

interpretable definition of dc in rate and state friction equations. Since for (10) qss = dc V  and

for (9) qss = d 2V  we expect dc ª d 2 , in otherwords dc from laboratory friction tests is

approximately half the average contact dimension. The example shown here (Figure B8,

d = 5mm , dc = 2.3mm ) is consistent with this interpretation but more rigorous analysis of

laboratory friction tests on fault surfaces with statistically well-characterized roughness are

necessary.
Using the steady-state equivilance qss = dc V  and equation (7) we expect that steady and

non- steady-state fault strength during flash processes to be well described by

f = fw +
fo - fw

1+
dc

qVo
1- exp -

dc
qa

Ê 

Ë 
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Ï 
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Ô 

Ó Ô 

¸ 
˝ 
Ô 

˛ Ô 

. (10b)

Equations (10a) and (10b) can be combined to model flash processes during dynamic rupture.

B6. Discussion
There are two unexpected implications of simple friction (3) [Bowden and Tabor, 1964] for

faulting problems involving flash heating. First, even though shear stress is expected to increase
with depth in the earth due to the increased overburden through t = fs , the initial shear

resistance that leads to flash heating does not. This is because the contact shear resistance is
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fixed tc = S = fsy  by the contact yield stress. A depth dependence of flash melting instead

arises from the transient nature of asperity contacts. A contact has a limited lifetime or age q  that

it is determined by its dimension d and the sliding velocity V. For example, two square asperities

in exact registry, sliding normal to their edge, and brought into contact by slip at a constant

sliding rate V (Figure B1) have an average age of contact of ˆ q = d 2V . The heat produced by

such a contact is

Q = SV ˆ q = Sd 2 . (11a)

Thus, whether or not there is depth dependence to the propensity for flash heating depends on

whether there are depth dependent changes in average contact dimension. Theories of how the
characteristic contact dimension changes with overburden are speculative; Scholz [1988]

suggests dramatic decrease of the characteristic length with depth, based on elastic analysis
contact between surfaces with fractal roughness. In contrast, simple friction theory [e.g., Bowden

and Tabor, 1964] suggests modest increase of d and therefore a modest increase in contact heat

production with overburden, as follows. An increase in normal stress with depth produces an

increase in area of contact according to s = ns y Ac A  and for the square contact A=d2. For fixed

fault area, the heat produced then varies more weakly with normal stress,

Q= SV ˆ q =
S
2 A

s
ns y

(11b)

than for bulk meltingQ = fsVDt . In contrast to this simple friction theory and also in contrast to
Scholz’s (1988) elastic analysis, experimental determination of the normal stress dependence of
average contact dimension of rough surfaces in contact [Dieterich and Kilgore, 1996] suggest
that the increase of area of individual contacts is nearly exactly counterbalanced by an increase
in the number of contacts such that the average contact dimension is essentially independent of
normal stress. Unfortunately the applicability of these experiments to seismic faulting is limited
by the small sample dimension and by the limited roughness.

Whether or not flash heating effects are important during seismic faulting and if they are, over
what earthquake size and duration does flash heating dominate fault strength depends

significantly on the average contact dimension (e.g., equation (4)). At present the expected size

of the characteristic sliding distance for seismic faulting is a first order unknown in earthquake
source physics.
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An additional significant unknown is the effective fault thickness. In the above analysis, shear

deformation is described by a presuming a fully localized fault slip surface. If instead, fault
displacement is accommodated within a shear zone of finite thickness, while the heat produced

per unit offset of the shear-zone boundaries remains independent of thickness, the displacement
rate at representative contact asperity contact could be many times or even orders of magnitude

smaller. Thus, at present, the above analysis can only strictly be applied to well-localized faults

such as in idealized laboratory faulting experiments or idealized calculations such as elasto-
dynamic rupture models.

B7. Conclusions
Previous laboratory faulting experiments at conducted at high sliding velocities, below the

threshold for bulk melting, which show dramatic strength reduction consistent with a shear-

induced phase change at asperity contacts, require a model with gradual weakening; such

weakening is consistent with the known distribution of asperity contact sizes on laboratory fault
surfaces and a model of flash weakening which accounts for this distribution. A relatively simple

closed-form constitutive equation for flash processes also well-describes the observations.

Displacement dependent changes in fault strength are expected during flash phase changes; at
least for laboratory faults these displacement dependent effects can be well described by an

existing equation for time and slip dependent fault age, developed for use originally for low
velocity friction (rate and state). The applicability to earthquake slip of constitutive equations for

flash processes developed in this study is limited by poor knowledge of the average contact

dimension of fault surfaces at seismogenic depths.
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C. Preliminary catalog of fracture efficiency from literature search
Sumary. To compare lab fracture energy to earthquake fracture energy we consider the

fracture efficiency, the ratio of energy associated with fracture energy to that associated with
stress drop. Lab events have low fracture efficiency; earthquakes have very widely scattered

fracture efficiencies. Many of the earthquake fracture efficiencies are very large; we do not know

yet whether these are reliable, but if these are reliable they suggest that for some earthquakes
very different processes occur during dynamic slip than occur in lab experiments.

It is well known that the fracture energy in laboratory experiments is 3 to 5 orders of
magnitude smaller than that inferred for earthquakes [Rudnicki, 1980; Rice, 1980; Wong, 1982],

implying that either the slip weakening distance or stress drop are smaller for lab events and
making it difficult to extrapolate laboratory results to natural conditions. However, laboratory

events have much smaller fault areas, slip displacements and seismic moment. Were the fracture

energy for lab slip the same size as for small earthquakes, stress drop would occur quasi-
statically and such experimental observations would seemingly have little relevance to

earthquake fault mechanics. The differences between lab fracture energy and earthquake fracture
energy may be simply due to differences in scale; alternatively the processes controlling the size

of the fracture energy for laboratory events and for earthquakes may be entirely different.

Independent of the scaling problem, it is important to understand whether lab results are
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energetically consistent with earthquakes. One way to assess the importance fracture energy

during stress drop, whether it be quasi-static (e.g., Section A equations (5b) or (6b)), dynamic
(Section A equations (9) or (10)), associated with laboratory fracture experiments [Wong, 1982],

or earthquakes, is to normalize the energy dissipated in dropping fault strength to its dynamic
level (GeA) by the total energy associated with the static stress drop (MoDts/g), defining a

fracture efficiency

hGe =
Ge

DdsDts
=

GeAg
MoDts

[Beeler et al., 2002]. Values compiled from published studies are shown in Figure C1 and
tabulated in Table C1.

Fracture efficiency in laboratory experiments is a few percent. The fracture efficiency in

crack-like dynamic rupture models is typically <0.3 and should not approach 1.0. However, if the

compilation of previously published results is reliable (Figure C1, Table A1), the fracture
efficiency of some large earthquakes is very high in comparison to lab events.

Table C1. Fracture efficiencies of earthquakes and experiments

earthquake area (m2) Mo (Nm) Ge (J/m2) Dts (MPa) hGe

2
Kobe 1995 9 x 108 2 x 1019 1.5 x 106 8 0.25

3
Morgan  Hi l l

1984

1.6 x 108 2.7 x 1018 2 x 106 0.8 4.44

5
Ft. Tejon

1857

2.7 x 109 7.2 x 1020 3.8 x 106 6.6 0.07

6
San Fernando

1971

2.8 x 108 1.2 x 1019 2.4 x 107 30 0.56

6
Kern Co.

1952

1.08 x 109 2 x 1020 1 x 108 35 0.46

6
Long Beach

1933

4.5 x 108 2.8 x 1018 3 x 106 0.7 2.1
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6
Borrego Mtn.

1968

3.63 x 108 6.3 x 1018 4 x 106 25 1.0

6
Parkfield 1966 5.3 x108 1.4 x 1018 4 x 106 25 1.8

1
Friction

Experiments

0.8 2 x 106 1.3 0.3 0.04

simulations of lab

(Section A)

------------- --------------- (0.6 to 0.18 )sn (0.08 to 0.16)sn 0.025– 0.05

1 dynamic rupture propagation experiments of Okubo and Dieterich [1984]; Lockner and Okubo

[1983] low normal stress (~1 to  ~4 MPa)
2

 Guatteri et al. [2001]
3

 Beroza and Spudich [1988]
5

 Rudnicki [1980]
6 

Papageorgiou and Aki [1983]
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Figure A1. Schematic diagram showing stress and strength drop for a linear slip weakening fault
strength [Ida, 1972; Palmer and Rice, 1973] for which the effective shear fracture energy is well
defined. Stress (heavy black dashed line) and strength tk (heavy black line) are shown as a
function of fault displacement during stress drop. The effective shear fracture energy Ge (shaded)
is defined by the strength drop to-tr and the characteristic displacement d*.
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Figure A2. Numerical calculation showing stress and strength drop during stick-slip sliding for
the rate and state variable relation equations (1a) and (1c) from Beeler et al. [2001] (after Rice
and Tse, 1986; Gu and Wong, 1991). Remotely measured stress during dynamic slip follows the
elastic unloading stiffness of the fault and surroundings (dashed line) while the fault strength
(heavy black line) drops rapidly with displacement defining the effective shear fracture energy
(cross-hatched). The limited calculations of Beeler et al. [2001] were conducted at laboratory-
like values with dc=1 mm; resulting in an effective d*=11 mm. The calculations can not be directly
extrapolated to natural conditions because the event size scaling is unknown and also because
these and previous simulations of this type [Rice and Tse, 1986; Gu and Wong, 1991] did not
consider the role of radiated energy in determining the size of stress drop.
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Figure A3. Numerical calculation showing stress and strength drop with displacement during
stick-slip sliding for rate and state variable relations including radiated energy (after Rice and
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Tse, 1986; Gu and Wong, 1991). Appropriate displacements and stress levels in the cycle are
marked. Point A corresponds to the onset of dynamic motion, when acceleration becomes
significant, and defines the earthquake onset stress to. Point B marks the maximum sliding
velocity; following [Gu and Wong, 1991] we use this well defined stress to characterize the
dynamic strength tk*. The dynamic stress drop is defined as Dtd=to-tk*. Point C marks the
arresting stress tf and defines the static stress drop Dts=to-tf. a) Result with equations (1a), (1c)
and (2). b) Result with equations (1a), (1c) and (2).

Figure A4. Dynamic stress drop vs loading velocity for simulations with equation (1b) (slip) and
equation (1c) (slow), with (w/ r) and without (w/o r) radiation. Simulations use the values listed
in table 1. Slope is approximately (a-b) [Gu and Wong, 1991]
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Figure A5. Fracture energy normalized by normal stress vs loading velocity for simulations with
equation (1b) (slip) and equation (1c) (slow), with (w/ r) and without (w/o r) radiation.
Simulations use the parameter values listed in table 1.
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Figure A6. Characteristic slip weakening distance vs loading velocity for simulations with
equation (1b) (slip) and equation (1c) (slow), with (w/ r) and without (w/o r) radiation.
Simulations use the parameter values listed in table 1.
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Figure A7. Changes in fault strength with displacement for an instantaneous change in sliding
rate (rate stepping tests) from V1 to V2=10 mm/s with the slip (a) and slowness (b) evolution
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equations for 3 different values of V1. Simulations use the a, b and dc parameter values listed in
table 1. The slip weakening distance for the slip equation (a) is independent of the size of the
stress change, whereas for the slowness equation (b) the slip weakening distance increases with
stress drop size. The equivalent linear slip weakening distances for these simulations are listed in
table 2.
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Figure A8. Fracture energy (a) and the slip weakening distance (b) for an instantaneous change
in sliding rate (rate stepping tests) from V1 to V2=10 mm/s with the slip and slowness evolution
equations for 3 different values of V1. Simulations use the parameter values listed in table 1. The
equivalent linear slip weakening distances and fracture energies for these simulations are listed
in table 2.

Figure A9. Fracture efficiency, the ratio of energy expended dropping strength to the dynamic
value to the energy associated with the stress drop, for simulations with equation (1b) (slip) and
equation (1c) (slow), with (w/ r) and without (w/o r) radiation. Simulations use the parameter
values listed in table 1.
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V

d

                                        
Figure B1. a) Square contact of dimension d, slid into perfect registry at constant rate V. b)
Spatial distribution of time of contact (age) with reference to the lower contact.

2d

d

dd

V

Figure B2. a) Array of square contacts with displacement independent contact area. Darkly
shaded contacts are on the top surface and light shaded are associated with the lower fault
surface.
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Figure B2. b) Two contact representation of age at constant sliding rate for the array shown in
Figure 2a with displacement for 5 different displacements (I – V), from top left.
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a)

b)

Figure B3. a) Square contact of dimension d, slid into perfect registry at constant rate V as in
Figure 1; also shown is the spatial distribution of steady-state time of contact (age) with
reference to the lower contact [after Tullis et al., 199?]. For this case the critical age for flash
weakening qw exceeds the maximum contact age qmax. b) Same as in a) but qw < qmax.
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Figure B4. Steady-state behavior of equation (5) for flash-weakening with f0=0.8, fw=0.2,
Vw=0.68 [after Rice, 1999].
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Figure B5a and B5b. Effect of a distribution of contact sizes on steady-state fault strength due
to flash weakening. a) Log-normal distribution of contact sizes,

P d( ) =
1

sd 2p
exp -

ln d - m( )2

2s
2

È 

Î 
Í 
Í 

˘ 

˚ 
˙ 
˙ 

with m=1.44, s=0.58. Contacts are square and sliding normal to the contact edge. The average
contact dimension is 5 mm, and the standard deviation of the distribution is 10 mm. b)
Distribution of contact ages for the case shown in a) with V=0.2 m/s. For this example a=1 x10-
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6m2/s, rc=4 x106 J/m3°K, Tw=750°C, Tf=200°C, tc=3 x109 Pa, fw=0, and G=3 x 1010 Pa,

leading to dw=8.4 mm/s and qw= 4.2 x10-5 s.

Figure B5c. Steady-state fault strength (red) for the contact distribution shown in a) for a range of
sliding velocities with the same parameters as in b). Shown for comparison is the Rice model with d= 5
mm (black), and a fit with the empirical relation equation (7) (blue).
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Figure B6. Laboratory fault strength data from high speed sliding of gabbro at 1.5 MPa normal stress
[Tsutsumi and Shimamoto, 1997]. a) Least-squares fits using the quasi-empirical equation (6). b) ) Least-
squares fits using the Rice model, equation (5).
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Figure B7a and b. Spatial distribution of contact age with displacement for the single representative
square contact model. a) Velocity increase. Heavy lines represent the initial and eventual steady-state
age. Dashed lines are the spatial age distribution at 9 intermediate displacements. b) Same as a), for a
velocity decrease.

Figure B7c. Changes of average age with displacement of a representative square contact sliding normal
to it's edge for a step increase (red, lefthand axis) and a step decrease (black, righthand axis)
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Figure B8. Changes of average age of a log normal distribution of square contacts (heavy black line)
with displacement for a step increase and a step decrease. In this calculation the log normal distribution
(see caption to Figure 5) has  m=1.44, s=0.58. Contacts are sliding normal to their edges. The average
contact dimension d  is 5 mm, and the standard deviation of the distribution is 10 mm. Shown for
comparison is the single square contact solution for d= 5 mm (dashed), and the solution to the slowness
evolution equation of Ruina [1983], for dc=2.3 mm (red).
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Figure C1. Fracture efficiency from published literature.


